D~signs-of institutio
I

n a country where thirty
percent plus peop~e live
In poverty, there IS no
provision
of decent "
healthcare, safe drinking
wateris not available for /'1)
all and there are a host of ~ W
other problems related f'l(
to provision of basic fa- \-,
cHities, institutions like
the Bait-ul Maal and Zakat
are not inundated with
applications and are not
complaining all the time
about shortage of funds. Bait-ul Maal has a programme, which helps those poor people who need
relatively expensive medical treatment, The entire
programme is under Rs 300 million odd. Interestingly Bait-ul Maaladministration
claims that the
programme is not under-funded in any way.
This, is surprising, to say the least about it. Use
any calculus you want, if 30 percent of the population in the countrx is poor, and if more than 30
percent of the children are malnourished, how can
a Rs 200 or 300 million programme be sufficient for
the country? Why is the demand so low, and why
is there not a run on such facilities?
The way the Bait-ul Maal programme works is as
foll~ws. If a public sector hos'pita~ saxs you need an
operation 'and you need Bait-ul Maal herp fof that,
you need to fill out some forms that you need to get
from designated offices, these forms n~ed to'be
filled by a bona fide doctor ofthe hospital and there
is some verification involved 'in the process too.
The submitted application then goes to the Bait-ul
Maal doctor, and till)ast year there was only one
doctor that Bait-uI Maal had for this programme
and he used to have his office in Islamabad, who
would whet it and approve it or not.
If approved, the ap roved money would be released to the hospita
in question, and 0 nly then
you can get your operation. A number of doctors
have told me that the process is too complicated,
the formalities too many and the wait just too long
to be of any use to most patients. And given the low
literacy rates in the country, the low expectations
of people, and the lack of willingness of people to
pursue things beyond a certain degree, it is no
surprise that the programme has little demand and
the department can proudly claim that it is neither
under"funded nor does it have any trouble meeting
the demand.
One could conclude, from the above, that the
institution is poorly designed. But this would be
wrong. This would only be the case if one assumed
that the purpose of the institution waS to cater to
the health needs of the poor and destitute. aut this
is not what the institution is for. The institution has
been designed to give the government the comfort
to declare that it is doing something for the people,
and to help those who have some connections in
the government and bureaucracy., If the government can take care of the more voluble, more troublesome of the poor this way, and if it has an
institution that it can tout around and get some
publicity out of, that serves it well for its 'povertyalleviation' rhetoric. Amend the objective and you
can immediately see how the institutional design
fits in perfectly with the objective and how well the
design in fact works.
Bait-ul Maal's health programme was being used
as an example. The'purpose is not to bash Bait-ul
Maal in any way. It is no different than how we
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cosmetic, asthosein power \,\,'
have no interest .in
changing things.

how can he / she get decent service?Why sho'
the staff bother about him? If they maltreat 1
misdiagnose something, do not give proper C
do not provide medicines and so on, what I
happen? Nothing. The person, since she 'is
connected, cannot go to any institution that,
speak on her behalf. Can this happen to a per:
from the elite connected to the-government? ~
incentive structures of those who work in th
institutions reveal the purpose of these inst:
tions better than the rhetoric of the governmen
is not to provide curative health to all; it i!
provide curative care to those WllOmatter m!
And th~ treatmen,tyou get will reflect your relal
standing in the hierarchy of the society.
,What is true of individuals, intermsofthe trl
.ment that they get, is also true of institutions tOI
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of the armed

~9rces gets bette~ hei

have designed a lo~'of, other institutions as well.
care than a comparilble civil government emplo
Look at how the policecforce, is organi~ed in Paki- .' and the ordinary citizen comes last. This refl!
stan and what its functiQns are. In .Jslamabad if the
the hierarchy in our society. Some years ago
Prime Minister or;the president have to go some 5were in a meeting and one civil government f
6 milesto another pl<!,.ce
and back, an estimated vincial department was complainingthat they
400-600policemen are needed,to make the route
not have any computers in their department ani
secure.
could not 'Computerise and stre,amline their w(
Every car of every station in IslamabC}d i,s or. duty

An army

M?jor attending

the meeting had

~

en route as every chowk has to have a.<i~jt'!i!St1~!1, ~~eq~r°!'o~IYP.tferedtp d~a~s<;>P;lec?J;1lYtlterss
there. Are the police for the protection oI the peohe had' 50 odd computers lYIng in the store-roo
pIe of Islamabad or for the protection of VVIPs
Think about the system, is it not dearly very v
oqly?If you assumea the fbrmer, you would critidesigned to favour the more connected, the po,"
cise the police for not(prbtecting the citizens and
fuland the rich? Isit not well designed.to ben
for doing a poor job obt, but if you ass1imed the
those whoj:lre the insidersas oppo$ed to those v
latter, you would commend them for the good
stand outside? If one thinks from this perspec1
work they are doing. And of course it is the latter;
it also becomes dear why the motivation to ref(
that they are there for .'Hence, we can see how well
institutions, whicl1 every government promise!
,

organised and designe<i they are forthe

work that

they need to do. The issue is simple.
P~kistan has nofhad. a working democracy for
long enough or for any length of time. Nobody,
least of all the politici~ns, expects a parlia,ment or
government, even when there is one, to complete
its full term and to be answerilble to people in the
form of facing a,n ele9#on. Hence no one in the
system has any incentive to look after the interests
of the people at large. ,elite
~hat they have to erisure, for personator political survival, is that they should please the interest
groups that matter. These tend fa be the bureaucracy/military / feudal/ industrialist network arid
the few small groups,that are connected to this
network. So institutioIi~ ,maximise benefits to these
groups and redistributi'dn favour of these groups.
If youhappen to be in one of the groups directly, or
have access .t~people in these groups, you get the
protection and patronage Ofstate institutions but if
you are not so connected, you are out in the cold
and on your own.
Suppose you had a plot of land somewhere on
which another person claimed his ownership and
also took possession, what can you do? You go to
the police to fil~ a complaint. If the other person is
. from the network oris connected and you are not"
more than likely the poHce are not going to listen to
you. You can go to the judicial system, but if the
other guy is clever, has help from the police, the
local aq.ministration or even the judiCiary, you can
at best look for.a long battle in the courts. Essentially you have no possibility of really getting the
land back quickly. If the other party is strong
enough they can even threaten you with other
consequences and you will be even more inclined
to 'take it' rather than fight it out.
When a poor person goes to a public hospital
,
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Why should I change aga,me,when the outce
so clearly favours me? All I should be doinj
making the right noises and making sure that F
pIe think a lot is, happening, but ensuring 1
nothing changes. Self-interested individuals, i
many say that that is the only kind of human 1
exists, will not be interested in making chan
that hurt their interests. Why should the ru]
change our existing' institutions then?
The police reform thus cannot work; neither
some of the other' refmms'. They will remain,
metic, as thosewho are in power have no inte
in changing things. But this does put us in a b:
a quandary. If we are in such a situation, she
one just lose hope? If there is an equilibrium, wI
has a built-in tendency to reinforce itself, it is 0
very hard to perturb it enough to change the el
librium itself.
To take the Newtonianana,logy, a body in a s
ottest will continue to be so. Tomake it move
need a force large enough to jolt it out, of .
equilibrium and inertia. What can that force be
Pakistan? Some have argQed that as literacy spre
and more people become aware of the pred
ment they face, they will force a re-negotiatior
the elites and change the balance of power. Ot}
say it will be through the internal contradiction
the system and the fights between the elite s
groups that will force a change. Some of them
eventually appeal to the larger masses for suPI
and when that happens, the balance of power
shift. This is the future an d it remains open. But
aim of above argument was more to underst
the present.' This framework, one hopes, sl1
light on our current situation.
E-mail
queries
and
comments
faisal@nation.com.pk
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